CAPABILITIES STATEMENT
App Maisters is a software development company that specializes in providing high-performance Web, Mobile, Cloud & BI Solutions; designed to meet Commercial & Government clients’ needs. On average, our Digital Transformation Services have increased employee productivity by 75% and reduced operating cost as much as 60%. We also help companies digitize and automate their work processes. This allows them to gain a competitive edge and help increased their market share. We have provided these benefits to Fortune 1000 companies as well as small to midsize companies and a few Government agencies. Our clients include well known companies like Stryker, Chemours, Montaplast, Share One, University of Texas & Department of Defense, Department of Agriculture USDA. AppMaisters has also been added as a provider to the NASA SEWP Contract. Our team has successfully built & deployed over 400+ projects across 25 different states and that speaks volume about our experience.

**OVERVIEW**

**Experience**:
We have vast experience of over a decade and delivered 400+ projects.

**Expert Focus**:
With specialization we foster a technology culture that maintains a deep passion to stay at the forefront of our industry.

**Reduced Risk**:
With a speedy and efficient delivery we reduce risk and provide time to value and as our team ensures potential risks are evaluated at every stage to make it a swift outcome.

**We are Agile**:
Latest methodologies and grip in technology keeps us adaptable to clients need.

**One Partner for All**:
Avoid multivendor inefficiencies. Our team is complete to provide end to end solutions.

**KEY DIFFERENTIATORS**

**LIST OF SPECIFIC PERTINENT CODES AND DATA**

- **UEI**: CJ2UXSFDGW53
- **DUNS**: 079412844
- **CAGE Code**: 8E5Z0
- **NAICS**: 511210, 541511, 541512, 541519, 541513, 541611, 541990
- **PSC**: D302, D305, D307, D308, D316, D317, D319

**CONTRACT VEHICLES**

www.appmaisters.com
CORE COMPETENCIES
SERVICES AND SOLUTIONS

MOBILITY
We have expertise in building Desktop, Native & Hybrid Applications. Having successfully deployed solutions for the DoD, UT Texas, Stryker & many more. Some of our core services are:
- Enterprise Application Development
- Mobile Application Development, (iOS, Android & Hybrid)
- Architecture Solutions Design and Development
- Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) Enterprise App Integration
- Data Cleansing & Conversion, Database Design/Development
- Wearable Apps & Internet of Things (IoT) based solutions

CLOUD
Our engineering teams are cloud experts. We have deployed cloud-based solutions for Fortune 1000 companies, having provided the following:
- Cloud Infrastructure & Roadmaps Consulting
- DevOps & Automation
- Managed Services
- Native Cloud Application Development
  Cloud Migration

WEB
App Maisters’ designers & engineers have expertise in developing and deploying large-scale responsive websites & solutions for all sized companies. We also have expertise in Content Management Solutions like Wordpress, Drupal & Umbraco. Some of our core services are:
- Web Development
- PHP Development
- Java Development
- Internet of Things
- Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning

BI & ANALYTICS
Our team has provided BI and Data Analytics Consulting and Services for various industries but specifically in Healthcare and Financial sector. We are providing the following services in this area.
- BI Consulting
- Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning
- Analytics & Big Data.
SOLUTIONS

- Learning Management System
- Remote Patient Monitoring
- Clinical Archiving
- Content Management System
- Covid-19 Solution - Trace Together
- TeleHealth
- Covid 19 vaccination scheduling
- EHR for Psychiatrists and Mental Health Professionals

PAST PERFORMANCE

Houston (Corporate Office)
11111 Katy Fwy, Suite 910, Houston, TX 77079

Dallas
3010 LBJ Freeway Suite 1200, Dallas, TX 75234-7770

Austin
108 Wild Basin Rd South, Suite 250 Austin, TX 78746

San Antonio
401 East Sonterra Boulevard, Suite 375, San Antonio, Texas 78258

- 1-888-341-2270
- govsales@appmaisters.com

Website: www.appmaisters.com

Federal, State & Local Sales:
Corporate Contact: Ron Brogdon
- Tel: (281) 299-3152
- ron.brogdon@appmaisters.com

Houston | Austin | Dallas | San Antonio